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If your advisor has invested in any of these common fund accounts for the market with high fees and low returns, you need to rethink your advisor. Large capital category net growth expense rate * 0.64% turnover 28% the Fund seeks to provide capital growth. The Fund invests primarily in shares in companies that appear to offer superior
opportunities for capital growth. The Fund seeks to invest in companies of attractive value that, according to the Chancellor, represent good long-term investment opportunities. YTD 1YR 3YR 5YR 10YR Fund 22.86 30.68 16.15 15.50 14.24 Class 27.30 35.53 19.86 16.76 15. 12 S&amp;P 500 8.22 13.99 12.14 12.62 13.24% ranked in
category 77 75 88 75 75 Quintile Rank 4 4 5 4 No News for AGX in the last two years. Fund details, fund details, holding details? Short Intrest the total number of shares sold short and have not yet been repurchased. Change from the recent percentage change in interest short from the previous report to the most recent report. Exchanges
report short interest twice a month. % of total short positions relative to the number of shares available for trading. ? Money Flow Uptick/Downtick Money Flow Ratio measures relative pressure on buying and selling stocks, based on the value of trades made on a high price and the value of trades made on downtick in price. The
top/bottom ratio is calculated by dividing the value of uptick trades by the value of downtick trades. Net money flow is the value of uptick trades minus the value of downtick trades. Our accounts are based on late comprehensive quotes. Management details give you a price overview page and view a snapshot of a particular common fund
code. The summary displays the quote data at the end of the day. The information is updated every day at the CST approximately 6P. The last price, change, and percentage change are listed at the top with the other quote data listed below. Price plate data fields include: High/Low Day: High and Low Trading Price for the current trading
session. Open: The opening price of the current trading session is set on the high/low chart for the day. Previous close: Closing price from the previous trading session. Alpha weighted: A measure of inventory or commodity increases that have risen or decreased over a one-year period. Barchart takes this Alpha and likely this, with more
weight set for the last activity, and less (0.5 factor) for the activity at the beginning of the period. Thus, alpha likely is a measure of growth for one year with a focus on the latest price activity. YTD is high, low, change, %Change: High and low year-to-date price, with change and percentage change from year to date. A schematic snapshot
provides a thumbnail from a daily chart, with a link to open and customize a full-size chart. Price performance this section shows highs and lows Past periods 1, 3 and 12 months. Click on the View More link to see the full performance report page with extensive historical information. Barchart Art View Barchart Art View Widget Shows You
Opinion Today Generally Barchart with general information on how to interpret short and long-term signals. Unique Barchart.com, opinions analyzes stocks or commodities using 13 popular analytics in short, medium and long-term periods. The results are interpreted as buy, sell or comment signals, each with numeric ratings and
summarized with a total percentage of purchase or sale rating. After each calculation, the program assigns a purchase, sale or contract value with the study, depending on where the price is located in reference to the common interpretation of the study. For example, a price above the moving average is an upward trend or purchase. One
code will be given one of the following general ratings: a strong buy (greater than 66% buy) buy (larger than or equal to 33% buy and less than or equal to 66% buy) buy weak (0% buy through 33% buy) a strong selling contract (larger Of the 66% sale) sell (larger than or equal to 33% sale and less than or equal to 66% sale) a weak sale
(0% sell through 33% sale) the current reading of the 14-day Stochastic index is as it enters into interpretation. The following information will appear when the following conditions are met: If the 14-day Stochastic K index is greater than 90 and the general opinion is buying, the following offers: the market is in a very exaggerated area.
Beware of reversing the trend. If 14 days stochastic % K is greater than 80% and the public opinion is buying, presents the following: the market is approaching overpriced land. Be watchful of the reversal of the trend. If 14-Day Stochastic % K is less than 10% and the public opinion is selling, presents the following: the market in the land
has been oversold. Beware of reversing the trend. If 14-Day Stochastic %K is less than 20% and the public opinion is selling, it displays the following: The market approaches the land sold. Be watchful of the reversal of the trend. The figures shown are the previous results and do not predict the results in future periods. Current and future
results may be lower or higher than those displayed. Prices and returns will vary, so investors may lose money. Investing for short periods makes losses more likely. View the percentages and returns of the fund's expenses. The return shown in net asset value (NAV) has reinvested all distributions. If sales fees were deducted, the results
would be lower. The returns offered at the Maximum Offering Price (MOP) for Class A shares reflect a 5.75% discount on sales fees. An active stock is determined by (1) differences in stock weights between the fund and the main criteria of the fund described in the (2) stock listing bulletin Of the standard, (3) exclude shares in the
standard. Active participation is neither an indication of future returns nor a measure of the manager's skill. Since this indicator measures the difference between the Fund's assets and its scale, it can be used in conjunction with other indicators as a measure of portfolio risk or to compare the administrative fees charged by actively
managed funds. While an active share above zero is needed to provide higher returns than the standard, there is no indication that a certain level of active share has led to higher returns than the Fund's index. The Fund's active share can change significantly over time, so measuring one point in time may not reflect longer periods. U.S.
funds are managed by many portfolio managers who invest on the basis of their higher convictions. The result is a diversified portfolio based on a range of individual investment decisions by managers. The Fund's active share is the product of this process and cannot be compared to the active share produced by a fund managed by an
individual or a committee of investors. These funds are managed on the basis of their objectives and investment strategies described in the Outlook; active share management is not part of a fund's strategy. Investments are not insured by the FDI, nor are they deposited or guaranteed by a bank or other entity, so they may lose value.
Investors should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, fees and expenses. This and other important information are contained in the Fund's bulletin and summary forecasts, which can be obtained from a professional financial officer and should be read carefully before investing. Investment outside the United States involves risks,
such as currency fluctuations, periods of non-liquidity and price volatility. These risks may be more acute for investments in developing countries. For more information about the risks associated with each investment, go to the detailed information page or read the Newsletter, if any. There may be periods when the results are delayed by
the index (es). Some market indices are unmanaged and, therefore, have no expense. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. All of the capital group's trademarks are owned by Capital Group, a subsidiary or fund. All other companies and the names of the products mentioned are owned by their companies. Portfolios are managed,
so the holdings will change. Investment results assume that all distributions are reinvested and reflect applicable fees and expenses. Returns are not calculated for one year or less per year, but are calculated as cumulative gross returns. The results of the investment, where necessary, reflect exemptions from fees and/or reimbursement
of expenses, otherwise the results would have been lower and net expense ratios would have been higher if they had been shown. This information is provided in detail in Shareholder reports. Read details on how exemptions and/or payments affect the results of each fund. View results and returns without exemption from fees and/or
reimbursement of expenses. (c) Some securities are not included in the initial acquisition period. Cash and equivalents include short-term securities, accrued income and other assets minus liabilities. It may also include investing in the capital market or similar funds managed by an investment advisor or his or her subsidiaries that are not
provided to the public. The information displayed does not include cash and its equivalent. This includes money market shares or similar funds managed by the investment advisor or its subsidiaries that are not presented to the public. Figures include convertible securities; transferable securities; securities; and securities may not agree
aggregates because of rounding. Methodology Notes: The distribution of shares by income reflects portfolio holdings traded on the stock exchange, and excludes cash (and fixed-income securities, if any). MSCI core revenue data and calculations have collected differences in the way companies report their earnings across geographic
sectors. MsCI's reported revenue per company is included in each country's country-by-country estimates, by country. MSCI provides revenue data figures on the basis of a consolidated property model. Revenue exposure at the portfolio and index level was calculated using FactSet, which takes this exposure to the company's revenue
and doubles by weighting the company in the portfolio and index. In this collapse, Israel was included in Europe. Michael T. Kerr will retire on 9/30/2020, and as of 9/1/2020, will not manage the funds in the fund. James Terrell will move out of the fund from January 6, 2020. The portfolio managers on offer are the most recent bulletin
slotissued by each fund at the time of publication. The Fund has provided excess returns against the S&amp;P 500 TR index during five of the nine declines in the main market (15% or more) over its lifetime, dating back to 1974, as of April 30, 2020 (for all nav stock classes). Lipper's Return Consistent Return Return ratings reflect nav's
historical risk-adjusted fund returns, adjusted for volatility, relative to peers. Lipper Expense ratings reflect a minimal reduction in money expenditures for peers with similar download structures. Lieber's preservation ratings reflect the avoidance of historical funds compared to other funds within the same asset class. Conservation
assessments are relative rather than absolute measures, and so-called Libor conservation leaders may be periodically lost; these losses may be greater for equity funds and mixed equity stocks than for fixed income funds. Lieber's tax efficiency ratings reflect the historic success of funds in deferring taxable distributions for peers. Tax
efficiency does not provide any benefit to investors in tax-protected accounts such as 401 (k) plans. Libor ratings for gross return The performance of historical total returns of funds relative to peers. Lipper ratings are subject to change each month and are based on an equally weighted average of percentile grades for total return,
consistent return, preservation, tax efficiency, and expense metrics. The top 20% of the funds in each rating are named Libre Leaders for total return, the next 20% get a rating of 4, the average 20% are rated 3, the next 20% are rated 2, and the lowest 20% are rated 1. Lieber's assessments are not intended to predict future results, and
Lieber does not guarantee the accuracy of this information. More information is available in www.lipperleaders.com. Libre Leader © 2018, Thomson Reuters, all rights reserved. It is calculated by Capital Group. Because of different calculation methods, the numbers shown here may differ from those calculated by Morningstar. Calculated
by Morningstar. Because of different calculation methods, the numbers shown here may differ from those calculated by Capital Group. Morningstar's rating™ funds, or star rating, are calculated for managed products (including mutual funds, variable annual accounts, variable life accounts, exchange traded funds, closed funds, and
separate accounts) with a history of at least three years. Exchange traded funds and open mutual funds are considered to be a single population group for comparison purposes. It is calculated on the basis of a return scale by morning risk which explains the difference in the monthly excess performance of the managed product, with a
greater focus on falling differences and consistent performance reward. Morningstar's rating does not include any adjustment to sales loads. The top 10% of products in each product category get 5 stars, the next 22.5% gets 4 stars, the next 35% gets 3 stars, 22.5% gets two stars, and 10% down on 1 star. Morningstar's overall
assessment of the managed product is derived from the weighted average performance figures associated with morning assessment measures for three years, five years and 10 years (if any). Weights are: 100% three-year rating for 36-59 months of total returns, 60% five-year/40% three-year classification for 60-119 months of total
returns, and 50% rating of 10 years/ 30% five-year/20% rating for three years for 120 months or more of total returns. While the 10-year total star rating formula appears to give the largest weight for the 10-year period, the last three-year period actually has the greatest impact because it is included in all three classification periods.
Previous results are not a guarantee of results in future periods. Morningstar ratings are based on the stock classes of each of the underlying funds held by the chain; other core fund categories may have different performance characteristics. Represents the months shown for dividends and current capital gains expected The previous
date of dividend stake date for all stock categories. YTD (year to date of return): Net change in portfolio value (in percentage terms) from January 1 of the current year to the date shown above. Expense ratios are from the most recent bulletin. Source to compare libor expenditure ratio: Libre, based on front loading funds, excluding funds,
for the most recent fiscal year endings available as of 9/30/2020. The Morningstar Ownership Area™ provides details of how to invest in stocks in the portfolio by displaying a range of stock sizes and patterns. The ownership area of the ™ portfolio is derived by drawing each share in the fund's portfolio within the Morningstar Style Fund™.
The shaded area represents 75% of the Fund's assets and provides an intuitive visual representation of the market area in which the Fund invests. The central plot in the centre of the ownership area represents the weighted average of all the Fund's holdings. The central fund will have a small ownership area for the style fund area, and
the widely diversified fund will have a proprietary area extending across many sizes and style. The shape and location of the fund's ownership area may vary over a period of time. The results for some funds with a start date after the start of the equity class also include hypothetical returns because the shares of those funds sold after the
initial release date of the funds. The SEC's return reflects the Fund's rate of income from its current portfolio of securities, while the distribution rate reflects previous dividends paid to shareholders. Accordingly, the fund's return and distribution rate may vary. American Money Distributors, Inc., member of Finara. The use of this site is
intended for U.S. residents only. This content, developed by Capital Group, home to U.S. funds, should not be used as a basis for investment decisions and is not intended to be a neutral investment or credit advice. ©2020 Morningstar, Inc. all rights reserved. Some of the information contained herein: (1) is the property of Morningstar
and/or its content providers; (2) is owned by Morningstar and/or its content providers. (2) It may not be copied or distributed; (3) does not justify being accurate, complete or timely. Morningstar, content providers or Capital Group are not responsible for any damages or losses resulting from any use of this information. Previous performance
does not guarantee future results. The information is calculated by Morningstar. Because of different calculation methods, the numbers shown here may differ from those calculated by Capital Group. Group.
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